
FOUNDATION STONE OF LOVE—100th ANNIVERSARY  
 

CHRISTMAS 2023—NEW YEAR 2024 CELEBRATION 
 

A GREAT HOLY FIRE OF DIVINE LOVE 
 

A new wave is coming from the cosmos—the wave of Divine Love.  
It is also called the “wave of fire,” which will purify the world— 
 

Prophecy of Peter Deunov by Robert Powell and Harrie Salman 
(https://sophiafoundation.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/Prophecy-of-
Peter-Deunov-Beinsa-Douno.pdf) 
 

The human being, together with the Earth, is evolving into a higher 
order of existence. Now is a time of purification—the       
opportunity to work with the powers of Divine Love.  
 

Join us in sharing this opportunity involving: 
 

Lectures:  Journey of the Soul into Incarnation—Through the 
Planetary  Spheres— Journey of the Soul after Death—The Gift of 
the Foundation Stone of Love between Birth and Death 
Movement: Eurythmy—Cosmic and Sacred Dance 
Musical accompaniment played by classical pianist, Clair Hiles 
Musical Meditations: Meditative readings accompanied by music 
 

From my astronomical research it is possible to understand that the new wave of 
Divine Love prophesied by Peter Deunov will emanate from the Galactic Center, 
also known as the Central Sun. On December 18/19, 2023, our Sun will be aligned 
with the Central Sun at the heart of our galaxy. Coming from the Central Sun at 
the Galactic Center, Divine Love and Mercy may flow in to transform the current 
turmoil here on Earth. The above-quoted words of the Master Beinsa Douno (Peter 
Deunov) may begin to become realized at the alignment in December this year of 
our Sun with the Galactic Center. 
 

It was almost exactly one hundred years previously that Rudolf Steiner 
communicated words he had received from Christ—words of the Foundation 
Stone of Love heralding Christ’s second coming—which he then addressed to 
about 800 people on the morning of Christmas Day 1923. It is not known exactly 
when Rudolf Steiner received these words from Christ. Given that the Foundation 
Stone of Love originated from the Central Sun at the heart of our Milky Way 
galaxy, it is possible that Rudolf Steiner received these profound words of Christ 
on December 18, 1923, when the Sun was aligned with the Galactic Center—that 



is, possibly he spiritually received the words of the Foundation Stone of Love 
from Christ on that day. 
 

Considering that such impulses born from the Divine resurrect exactly 33⅓ years 
later, which, as described in my book Chronicle of the Living Christ, was the 
precise age of Christ Jesus at his resurrection, there is subsequently—in the case of 
extremely significant spiritual events—a resurrection also 3 x 33⅓ = 100 years 
later. “One recognizes the intensity of an impulse…in its effectiveness…through a 
whole century” (Rudolf Steiner, Complete Works, vol. 180, lecture of 26 
December 1917).  

 

In other words, it is possible that the Christ Impulse underlying the giving of the 
words of the Foundation Stone of Love in 1923 will be resurrected in 2023, which 
is a primary reason for our 2023/2024 gathering in Quito (Tumbaco) to celebrate 
this. And wherever one may be, it will no doubt be significant to celebrate this 
resurrection impulse from December 18/19, 2023 onward, during the Twelve Holy 
Nights 2023/2024, in recognition of the possible fulfilment of the above words of 
Peter Deunov concerning “the wave of Divine Love.”  
 

For those who are able to attend the 2023/2024 workshops in Quito (Tumbaco), 
our purpose in gathering together is to celebrate Divine Love as the very 
foundation of all future existence.    Dr. Robert Powell 
 

2023/2024 OVERVIEW OF ROBERT POWELL’S QUITO (TUMBACO)  
 WORKSHOPS OVER A PERIOD OF 10½ DAYS, OPEN TO EVERYONE, 

TO CELEBRATE THE 100th ANNIVERSARY OF THE 
FOUNDATION STONE OF LOVE 

 
 

Copy link into browser for detailed flyer and hotel accommodation flyer: 
https://sophiafoundation.org/event/quito-ecuador-choreocosmos-workshop/ 

TUMBACO, QUITO, ECUADOR 
Registration for the seminar / workshops in Quito (Tumbaco):  
Rosario Wright: email Vilcabamba15@gmail.com   
Phone: +593 99 264 7082   (+593 is the country code for Ecuador) 
Early registration is recommended. 
Workshop location: Zen Center (CDI), Tumbaco, Quito, Ecuador 
Accommodation: Ilaló Garden Hotel, Tumbaco, Quito, Ecuador 
Breakfast at the hotel. Lunch and dinner at the Zen Center (CDI) 
Some accommodation is available at the Zen Center (CDI) 
Language: English with some translation into Spanish 
10½-days including two 1-day excursions: 28 Dec 2023-7 Jan 2024 
Arrival on 27 December 2023; departure on 7/8 January 2024 
Arrival on 27 December for dinner at the Zen Center at 7:00 PM.  
Departure on 7 January after lunch or on 8 January after breakfast. 


